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Formerly so difficult to assess without the aid ofconventional
neuroradiological contrast studies, the state of the brain in
head injuries can be shown immediately by computerised
axial tomography. Ready differentiation can be made between
no apparent cerebral damage, cerebral oedema, extradural or
subdural haemorrhage, and intracerebral, brain stem, or
cerebellar haemorrhage with or without the complication of
blood rupturing into the ventricles. So in those fortunate
hospitals with a scanner the precise diagnosis may now be
made on admission, and if necessary a patient may be in
the operating theatre in about an hour. Moreover, the clinician
has the satisfying knowledge that, should the case prove
difficult, the patient's condition may be monitored day by
day, week by week, month by month, or at any required
interval oftime.
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Control of diabetes and
insulin antibodies
By a coincidence of timing the Quarterly Jfournal of Medicine
has published an account1 of the effect of insulin antibodies
on the control of diabetes just as virtually nonimmunogenic
highly purified insulins are being introduced into Britain,
so the subject has a dual topicality. In this study from Birming-
ham 72 insulin-treated diabetics were classified on clinical
grounds into three categories of control-stable, unstable,
and intermediate-and their serum insulin-binding antibodies
were measured by a technique using 125I-labelled insulin.
Most ofthe 23 unstable patients had low plasma concentrations
of the antibody, whereas of the 39 stable patients 15 had a low
concentration of antibody with a low insulin requirement,
and the other 24 had distinctly higher concentrations of
antibody. There were four insulin-resistant patients, and these
had high antibody concentrations. The conclusion reached
was that the stability of diabetes in the 15 patients with a low
concentration of antibody could be attributed to the presence
of residual pancreatic function producing a useful adjustable
component of endogenous insulin. The stability of the re-
maining 24 diabetics was thought to result from the buffering
effect of insulin antibodies, in that rapid changes in free
insulin would not occur. The greater the avidity of the anti-
bodies for insulin, the less effective they become as a buffer.2

While insulin antibodies can immobilise much insulin
and increase the requirement for it, Berson and his col-
leagues3 showed that they may also act as carrier proteins:
the protein-binding of the insulin may delay the degradation
of the hormone and thus prolong its biological half-life,4
the insulin gradually dissociating in its active form. Presumably
this explains how two doses of soluble insulin a day given to
a diabetic established on insulin treatment may control
the blood sugar concentration satisfactorily over the 12-14
hour gap from the evening to the next morning injection,
whereas in the new diabetic the expected duration of action
is only about eight hours. If this is true then necessarily
highly purified "monocomponent" short-acting insulin may
need to be given more than twice daily to some diabetics.

Bolinger and his colleagues5 have used the measurement
of duration of the rapid phase of the disappearance of 1311.
labelled insulin from the plasma as a guide to the management
of diabetes. They found that the patients with slow disap-
pearance of labelled insulin (half-life over 40 minutes) had
optimal control on ordinary soluble insulin; those with a
half-life in the range of 20-40 minutes were best regulated
with mixtures of soluble and isophane insulin; and those with
half-lives of less than 20 minutes did best on isophane insulin
alone. (In this context isophane insulin may be taken as an
example of an insulin, such as lente, with an intermediate
duration of action.)
The stability of some diabetics may have been due to the

persisting secretion of some of their own insulin, but hitherto
this has been difficult to prove, since the antibodies formed in
response to injected insulin interfere with the measurement
of endogenous insulin by immunoassay techniques. The
difficulty was tackled in a complex way by Cremer and others6
by testing the insulinogenic reserve using intravenous infusions
of arginine, glucagon, and adrenaline and comparing the
immunoreactive insulin values so produced with those after
the infusion of 0-45% saline as a control. The extra immuno-
reactive insulin produced by the test infusions was taken to
indicate the reserve of endogenous insulin, and this was
confirmed by simultaneous measurements of the biological
effects of insulin. Similar information may now be obtained
much more simply by the immunoassay in the plasma of the
C-peptide moiety of the proinsulin molecule, which is released
in molar proportion to insulin when the latter is secreted from
the pancreatic beta cell.7

Insulin antibodies form only one aspect of the many-faceted
problem of unstable diabetes. Other factors include unusual
variations in insulin antagonists, such as growth hormone
in young diabetics, thyroid hormone, and catecholamines-
which may be important in anxiety states and in the reactive
hyperglycaemia after even minor degrees of hypoglycaemia
(the so-called Somogyi effect).
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Domiciliary oxygen in
advanced chronic bronchitis
House-bound patients with severe respiratory disability from
chronic bronchitis are commonly provided with an oxygen
cylinder in the belief that the inhalation of oxygen for a few
minutes may relieve the respiratory distress provoked by such
minor activities as dressing or undressing or a visit to the
lavatory. In physiological terms the value of this measure is
open to doubt, but it is without risk-provided a mask or other
device which delivers a low concentration of oxygen is used-
and many patients seem to derive subjective benefit from it.

Since 1968 a more aggressive approach to the use of oxygen
for relieving chronic hypoxaemia in chronic bronchitis has
been explored on a small scale at several centres in the United
States'4 and Britain.58 Mortality in these patients is related
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to the degree of sustained pulmonary hypertension,9 which in
turn is inversely related to the level of arterial oxygen satura-
tion:10 so that it seems reasonable to assume that relief of
hypoxaemia could reduce pulmonary arterial pressure and
pulmonary vascular resistance and so increase life expectancy
and reduce morbidity. In an acute exacerbation of chronic
bronchitis when a patient develops congestive cardiac failure,
the pulmonary arterial pressure may fall considerably, in some
cases even to normal, when oxygen is administered for a few
hours-presumably because it reverses active pulmonary
vasoconstriction caused by hypoxaemia. Sustained pulmonary
hypertension may, however, be present in some patients with
advanced chronic bronchitis, even in the absence of bacterial
infection or bronchospasm. In these cases the pulmonary
hypertension is not influenced by short-term administration
of oxygen, for presumably it is due to structural changes in
the pulmonary arteriole.'1 Nevertheless, it has now been shown
that in such cases if oxygen is given for at least 15 hours each
day the pulmonary arterial pressure begins to fall after a few
weeks and episodes of congestive cardiac failure requiring
hospital admission become less frequent.8 9 Another effect of
this treatment is to correct polycythaemia caused by severe
chronic hypoxaemia.12 Claims have been made that patients
treated in this way survive longer2 3 and can lead more active
lives.' 2 8

If long-term administration of oxygen in sufficient amounts
to reduce hypoxaemia and control pulmonary hypertension
and its consequences is indeed useful, there are vast numbers
of patients with advanced chronic bronchitis who might benefit
from it. At present, oxygen is available through the NHS for
domiciliary use in 48 ft3 (1-35 m3) cylinders; for continuous
treatment at a flow rate of 2 l/min, delivered by nasal cannulae
for 15 hours per day, about 14 cylinders per week would be
required (allowing for wastage). The current cost per cylinder
is £1-88 (,C3 04 on private prescription). This form of treat-
ment, which usually has to be continued for the rest of the
patient's life, will therefore cost the NHS £1372 per year
for oxygen for each patient (£2220 per year for a private
patient). The cost might be reduced by using larger cylinders,
a- liquid oxygen supply, or an electrically operated oxygen
concentrator,13 but at present these sources of oxygen raise
serious practical problems-and the last two require substan-
tial capital expenditure.
A study of long-term domiciliary oxygen treatment in

patients with advanced chronic bronchitis is at present being
undertaken by the Medical Research Council, but on the
evidence so far available the case for adopting it on a large
scale is far from convincing. This form of treatment has not
yet been shown to improve survival,4 except possibly2 in one
small group of patients with moderate to severe hypoxaemia
living at an altitude of 5000 ft (1500 m). Undoubtedly the
number of episodes of congestive cardiac failure and of
hospital admissions is much reduced, but it is less certain
whether the quality of life is improved otherwise.
With a well-designed clinical trial it might be possible to

compute the net saving in NHS expenditure which would
result from the reduced requirements for hospital admission
of patients on long-term oxygen treatment. Clearly on strict
economic grounds it would be improvident to make this form
oftreatment universally available until this has been computed.
There may already be sufficient evidence for recommending
this treatment in carefully selected cases, but the Medical
Research Council trial now in progress should eventually
provide guidelines for identifying those patients most likely
to benefit from it.
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Polycystic ovarian disease:
diagnosis and management
Gynaecologists have been familiar with the appearance of
enlarged, polycystic ovaries for over a century; their associa-
tion with the syndrome of menstrual irregularity or amenor-
rhoea, a history of sterility, masculine type hirsutism, and (less
consistently) retarded breast development and obesity was
first recognised in 1935 by Stein and Leventhal.' All, some,
or only one of these characteristics may be present in addition
to the ovarian changes, for the syndrome has a wide spectrum.
Menstruation is regular in over 10% of cases and ovulation
occurs in nearly a quarter.2 According to the obesity of the
patient the ovarian enlargement can be confirmed by pelvic
examination, examination under anaesthesia, gynaecography,
or laparoscopy. Typically, at laparoscopy there is a pale smooth
glistening thick ovarian capsule, and biopsy shows enlarged
subcapsular atretic follicles. Occasionally, however, the
clinical syndrome may be associated with a single ovarian
cyst3 or, indeed, no obvious histological abnormality.4

Polycystic ovarian disease justifies treatment, for functional
uterine bleeding is not uncommon and occasionally severe,
while the underlying androgen-producing disorder is asso-
ciated with hirsutism or other virilising effects. There also
seems to be an increase in the incidence of endometrial
carcinoma5 and ovarian tumours6 among these patients, and
this risk warrants continued observation. If the main com-
plaint is hirsuties resistant to local treatment the excess
androgen production may be suppressed by giving adrenal or
ovarian hormones alone or in combination.7 Well-tried regi-
mens include prednisone, 7-5 mg daily, the larger proportion
of the dose being given on retiring to suppress the nocturnal
rise in corticotrophin secretion, or one of the oral contra-
ceptives. When choosing an oral contraceptive it is important
to avoid one which contains an androgenic progestational
agent such as norethisterone, norethisterone acetate, or
ethynodiol diacetate. The success of treatment with either
class ofdrug can be assessed by showing a decrease in androgen
production: any effect on hair growth will take several months.

If infertility is the predominant problem, ovarian wedge
resection or the induction of ovulation with clomiphene should
be considered. Wedge resection has yielded widely different
results in different hands :8 fertility is highest in the early post-
operative months, but infertility and irregular menstruation
frequently recur. Pelvic adhesions may develop, leading to
mechanical sterility as a complication. 9 Treatment with
100-150 mg of clomiphene daily for five days is now well
established for inducing ovulation in patients with polycystic
ovarian disease. Ovulation has been reported10 in 76% of
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